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o Areos of the city
----- pomerium ofter Vesposion

A symbol in outline indicotes
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I Temple of Fortuno Publico
2 Temple of Quirinus
3 Temple of Divus Cloudius
4 Temple of Honos ond Virtus
5 Colosseum

ó Temple of Venus ond Rome
./ Suburd

8 Forum of Troion ond Temple of drvus Troionus
9 Forum of Augustus ond Temple of Mors Ultor Cf. 4.2
'ì0 

Forum of Cqesor ond Temple of Venus Genetrix
I i Forum Romonum Cf.4.7
'12 

Polotine Hill
l3 Temple of Mogno Moter (= Mqp 2 r..3¡
1 4 House of Augustus ond lemple of Apollo
l5 Circus Moximus
I ó Aventine Hill
17 Temple of Mercury
I 8 Temple of Ceres, Liber ond Libero
l9 Temple of D¡ono

20 Forum Boorium
2l Aro Moximo
22 Temple of Portunus Cf. 4.1
23 Temples of Fortuno ond Moter Motuto

24 Forum Holitorium, includinq Temples of Jonus,
Spes ond Juno Sospito

25 C.opitoline Hill, including CopiÌolium ond Temples
of Venus Erucino, Fortuno Primigenio ond Fidês

2ó Troslevere

27 Temple of Aesculopius
28 Temples of Founus ond Vediovis
29 Compus Mortìus
30 Aro Pocis Cf. 4.3
3i Pontheon

32 Socred Areo of Lorgo Argentino
33 Temple of Apollo Sosionus
34 Theotre of Morcellus
35 Theotre of Pompey ond Temple of Venus Vickix
3ó Temple of Neptune
37 Terentum

38 Joniculum Hill
39 Voticon Hill

Mop l. Rome: mojor officiol temples ond other
monuments ond oreos of the cfr; for more detail on the
Forum Romonum see 4.7. We include only those
nomes mentioned in our two voiumes. Some officiol
temples oppeor on mops 2 ond 4. The numbers
run roughly from eost to west.
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^ Mogno Moter
r Syrion-Phoenicioncults

O Egyption cuhs

+ Underground Bosilico

----- pomeríum ofter Vesposion
A symbol in outline indicotes
unc'erloin locotion
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lTlsis in Proetorion Comp (cf. Mop 3 no.21)

18 lsis ond Seropis

l9 lsium Metellinum

20 lsis Athenodorio

21 Shrine neor S Mortino oi Monti (in some house qs
Mop 3 no.5)

22 lsis Pohicio

23 Sonctuory in Sollustion Gordens

24 Seropis on Quirinol (cf. Mop 3 no.l 2)

25 lsis on Copitolium

2ó lsis ond Seropis in Compus Mortius

27 lsisin Circus Moximus (cf. no.4)

28 lsis below Sonto Sobino

29 lsis in Trostevere

30 lsis in Voticqn

3t

31 Underground Bosilico

Egyption Cuhs

rVop 2. Sonctuories of Mognì Moter, Syrion-phoenicion
gods, ond Egyption gods in Rome. The sites ore
numbered lrom eost to west in lhree moin groupings.

Mogna Maler

I 'Bosilico'Hiloriono
2 Shrine of Mogno Moter in Vio Socro

3 Temple of Mogno Moter on Polotine (= Mop t no I 3.)
4 lmoge of Mogno Moter in Circus Moximus lct. no.27l
5 Cult of Mogno Moter ond Novisolvio ,Ship Sover'

ó Phrygionum in Voticon (cf. Mop 3 no.40)

Sy ri on - Phoenicía n Cuhs

T.lupiter Dolichenus in Covolry Comp (cf.Mop 3 no.l0)
8 Jupiter Dolichenus on Esquiline

9 Temple of Sol built by Aurelion

l0 Cuh of Coelestis ond Jupiter Africonus on Copitoline
I 1 Temple of Elogobolus

12 Jupiler Dolichenus on Aventine (c[. Mop 3 no.35)
l3 Syrion cults neor Wholesole Morket

I 4 Polmyrene soncluory in Trostevere

1 5 Syrion cults of Trostevere

I ó Syrion sonctuory on Joniculum

xlx
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Mithroic soncluories

Other Mithroic monuments

pomerium ofter Vesposion

Møp 3
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Áy'op 3. Mithroic sonctuories ond monuments in Rome

I Piozo dello Novicello, in Boíe of Fifth Cohorr of Wotch
2 S. Stefono Rotondo, in Comp of Troops on Detochment

3 S. Clemente, in public complex?

4 Boths of Titus

5 Neor S. Mortino oi Monti, in some privole house os
Mop 2 no.21

ó Polozzo del Grillo
7 Between S. Eusebio ond S. Vito
8 Piozzo Donte, on imperiol property
9 SS. Pietro ond Morcellino
l0 Scolo Sonlo, inside Covolry Comp (cf. Mop 2 no.Z)

I I Hospitol of S. Giovonni
I 2 Temple of Seropis, cf . Mop 2 no.24
l3 Vio Mozorino, in or neor Boths of Constontine

l4 S. Vitole

l5 Vio Nozionole

I ó Vio Rosello

17 Polc.zzo Borberini, in public building?
ì 8 Vio )ü Seplembre, in privote house

I 9 S. Susonno, perhops connected with Boths of Diocletion
20 Vio Sicilio. on imperiol property
2l Proetorion Comp, cf. Map 2 no. 17
22 Piozzo S. Silvestro, probobly inside Temple of Sol

(Mop 2 no.9) perhoþs wheí porticoes were wine stores.

23 Arx Copitolino

24 Vio Socro, on inscripÌion probobly not in its
ongrnol locotion

3ó Arch of S. Lozzoro, reloted to horbour ond
Wholesole Morket

t5

2ó S. Morio in Monticelli

27 S. Lore.nzo in Domoso, perhops connected with
crrcus leoms

2SPolqzo Primoli, ¡f Mirhroic
29 Polozo Montecitorio

30 Roots of Polotine

3l Circus Moximus, in public building?
32 Boús of Corocollo

33 S. Sobo, Bose of Fourth Cohort of Wotch
34 S. Bolbino, in privote house

35 Jupiter Doliclenus on Aventine, cf. Mop 2 no.12

37 S. Prisco, in privote house

38 Ponte Emilio

39 Vio dello Conciliozione

40 S. Peter's, reloted to Phrygionum Mop 2 no.ó

Forum of-Neruo, o fourth-century shrine, perhops in
Temple of Mineruo

xxl
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a Cotocomb known only through documenls
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+ Pogon soncluories
Þ Church

Map 4
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Møp 4

Mop 4, Jewish ond Christion colocombs round Rome (eorly fou*h century A.D.). with St Peterb (óì),
StJbhnLoteron(24),StPoul'sBosilico(49) ondtuo'pogon'sonctuories. Thesitesorenumbered
olong eoch rood cloch"ise from the north.

Christion cotocombs 32 Buriol voult Schneider

I S. Volentino 38 Proelextotus

2 Pomphilus 39 Ad Cctocumbos 'At the Cotocombs'

3Bossillo (S.Sebostiono). Memoriol of PeterondPoul

4 Ad clivum cucumeris 'Cucumber Slope' 40 Bosileus

5 Anonymous 4l Bolbino

ó Moximus {Fel¡cily) 42 Anonymous

7 Throson 43 Domosus

8 Jordoni 44 Collistus

9 Anonymous 45 Domitillo

i 0 Priscillo 4ó Nunziotello

I I Buriol vouh of Nicomedes 42 Comodillo

12 Nicomedes 48 Timothy

1 3 Agnes 49 S. Poul

14 Nomentono Moius ('Greoter') 50 Theclo

l5 Nomentono Minus {'Lesser') 5'l Buriol voult of Unknown Mortyr

ló Novotion 52 S. Felice (= Ad lnsolsotos?)

17 Cyrioco (S. Lowrence) 53 Pontion

l8 Hippolytus 54 Generoso

19 Buriol voult of the Aurelii 55 Oitovillo

20 Costulus 5ó Processus & Mortinion

2l Ad duos louros 'Al the Two Lourels' 5Z Anonymous Villo Pomphili

(SS Pieho & Morcellino) 58 Duo Felices 'Two Hoppy Ones'

22 Villo Celere 59 Colepodius

23 Tolicus ó0 Anonymous S. Onofrio
24 Bosilico Constontiniono (S.John Loteron) ól S. Peter's

25 Gordion & Epimochus

26 Buriolvquh of the old Mon Jewish cotocombs

2z Trebius Justus ó2 villo Torlonio o

2g Apronionus ó3 villo Torlonio b

29 Tertullinus ó4 vio Lobicono

30 Vio Dino Compogni (Vio Lorino) 1j llo'" 
Pignotelli

3r covo deilo Rosso óó Vigno Rondonini

32 od Decimum ,At Tenth Mileston ", 
67 vigno cimorro

33 G.P.Compono ó8 Monteverde

34 Hunlers Pøgan sanctuories

35 Vibio ó9 Temple of Fortuno Muliebris

3ó S. Croce 70 Sonctuory of Deo Dio
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1 Earþ Rorrte

1. Finding the religion of the early Romans

\,

The origi's of Roman religion lay in the earliest days of the city of Rome
itself, That, ar leasr, was rhe view held by the Romans - who would have
been very puzzled that we should now have any doubt about where, when
or how most of their priesthoods, their festivals, their distinctive rituals
were established. Roman wrirers, fi'om poets ro philosophers, gave detailed
accounts of the founding of Rome by rhe first king Romulus (the date they
came to agree was - on our system of reckoning -753 s.c.): he consulted
the gods for divine approval of the new foundation, carefully laying out the
sacred boundary (the pomerium) aroundthe ciry; he built the very first tem-
ple i' the ciry (to Jupiter Fererrius, where he dedicated the spoils of his rnil-
itary victories); and he established some of the major festivals thar were still
being celebrated a thousand years later (it was at his new ritual of the
consualia, for example, with its characteristic horse races and other festiv-
ities, that the first Romans car'ied off the women of the neighbouring
Sabine tribes who had come to watch - rhe so-called 'Rape of the
Sabines').1

But it was in the reig' of the second king Numa that they fou'd even
more religious material. For it was Numa, they said, who established mosr
of the priesthoods and the orher familiar religious institutions of the ciry:
he was credited with the invention of,, among orhers, the priests of the
gods Jupite¡ Mars and Quirintis (the three flamines), of the pontifces, the
vestal virgins and the salii (the priests who danced through the city twice
ayear carrying their special sacred shields - one of which had fallen from
the sþ as a gift from Jupiter); and he instituted yer more new festivals,
which he organized into the first sysremaric Roman ritual cale'dar.
Henceforth some days of the year were marked down as religious, orhers as

days for public business. Appropriately enough, this peaceable character
founded the temple of Janus, whose doors were to be shut whenever the
city was nor ar war. Ì.truma was the first to close its doors; 200 years later

1 Roman accounts of early Roman history: Miles (1995); Fox (1996). Among many
ancient versions of the srories, nore, for example, Plutarch, Romu/us II.l-4 = 4.8a
(pomerium); Liry I.9 (Sabines); I.10.5-7 (the first remple). Connections also berween

Jupiter Feretrius, Numa and the declication of spoils: Festus p.204L = 1.3.

xxlv



I. EARLY ROME

Fig. 1.1 Terracotta
statuette ofAeneas
carryinghis father
Anchises, one of several

found in â votive deposit
in Veii, fourth century
e.c. Aeneas' escape from
burning Troy symbolizes

the binh of a new Troy in
Italy, a myth widely
known in archaic Latium
and Etruria - and not at

that time ¡estricted to
Rome. (Height 0.21m.)

1.1 Finding the religion of the earþ Romøns

Aeneas, who had fled the destruction of his own ciry and sought safety (and
a new site to re-establish the Tlojan race) in Italy. (Fig 1.1) This story found
its definitive version in Virgilt grear narional epic, the Aeneid - which
includes a memorable accounr of the guided rour rhat Evander gave Aeneas
around the site of the ciry that was to become Rome. Aeneas himself had a
major part to play in the foundation of the Roman race, bringing with him
the household gods (Penates) of his native land to a new home and renewed
worship among the Romans. But he did not found the ciry itself; he and his
son established 'proto-Romes' ar Lavinium and Alba Longa. Only later was
the statue of the goddess Pallas Athena that Aeneas had rescued from Thoy
(the Palladium) moved to the temple ofVesta in the Roman Forum, to be
tended by the Vestal Virgins throughout Roman time.a

The kings that followed Numa also contributed - though in a less dra-
matic way - to the religious traditions of Rome. The rituals of the fetial
priests, for example, which accompanied the making of treaties and the
declaration of war (part of these involved a priest going to the boundaries
of enemy territory and hurling a sacred spear across) were devised under the
third and fourth rulers, Tullus Hostilius and A¡cus Marcius; the fifth king,
Târquin the Elder, an immigrant to Rome from the Erruscan city of
Târquinii, laid the foundations of the temple ofJupite¡ Juno and Minerva
on the Capitoline hill (a temple that became a symbol of Roman religion,
and hundreds of years larer was widely imitated across rhe whole of the
Roman empire); the sixth, Servius Tullius, marked the new cityk growing
dominance over its Latin neighbours by establishing the great 'federal'
sanctuary of Diana on the Aventine hill, for all the members of the 'Latin
League'. By the time the last king, Tarquin the Proud, was deposed (tradi-
tionally in 510 n.c.), and the new republican regime with its succession of
annually elected magistrates established, rhe srructure of Roman religion
was essentially in place. Of course, all kinds of particular changes were to
follow - new rituals, new priesthoods, new temples, new gods; but (in the
view of the Romans themselves) the basic religious framework was prerry
well fixed by the end of the sixth century n.c.t

4 Guided tour of Rome AeneidYIII.306-58 (with pp. 171-4 below, for the religious
importance of the site of Rome). Alba and Lavinium: 1.5; Mâp 5. Images of Aeneas'
flight and arrival in ltaiy: 9.2b(i) (coin of 4716 n.c., showing Aeneas with the Palladium);
4.3c (sculptured panel from Augustus'Ara Pacis, showing his ianding in ltaly).
Palladium in rhe temple of Vesta: Dionysius of Halicarnassus, Roman Antiquities
IL66.5-6 (though Dionysius admits to some uncerrainry about the precise conrents of
the temple).

5 The fetialet LivyL24 aî¿,L32.6-14 = l.4a.The Capitolium: Liry 1.55.t = t.9b; for
Capitolia outside Rome (from Cosa in Italy and Sufetula in N. Africa), see 10.2c. Servius
Tullius and the sanctuary of Diana: Livyl.45 = 1,5d; Map I no. 19. Cornell (1995)
156-9 and 165-8 discusses how far ancient writers saw the Tarquins as a specificaliy
Etruscan dynasqr.

the emperor Augustus proudly followed suit - but it was a rare evenr in

Rome's history.2

Roman wrirers fecognized that their religion was based on traditions

that went back earlier than the foundation of the city itself. Long before

Romulus came on the scene, the site of Rome had been occupied by an

exile from Arcadia in Greece, King Evander, who had brought to Italy a

variety of Greek religious cusroms: he had established, for example, rites in

honour of Hercules at what was called the 'Greatest Altar' (Ara Maxima)

a¡d it was because of this, so Romans explained, that rites at the Ara

Maxima were always carried out in a recognizably Greek style (Graeco

ritu).3 Evander was also believed to have entertained the Thojan hero

2 Note, lorexample, LivyI.19.6-20.7= 1.2(Numa'sreforms);Plutarch, Num/170=8'4t
(vestal virgins); Macrobius, saturnaliøI.16.2-6 = 3.1 (calendar). Augustus's closure of

the temple ofJanus: Augustus, Achieuements 73.

3 Ara Maxima and Evander: below, pp. 173-4. Other religious foundations of Evander:

Plutarch, Romulus21.3-B =5,2a (Lupercalia). The Greek sryle of ritual was most clearly

marked by the dress of the officiant at sacrifice: in Roman style the toga was drawn over

the head; in Greek style the head was left bare. Scheid (1996) emphasizes the'Roman-

ness' ofeven this so-called 'Greek style''

3
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I
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I. EARLY ROME

There is, then, no shortage of 'evidence' about the earliest phases of Roman

religion; the Greek historian of Rome, Dionysius of Halicarnassus' for

example, devotes four whole books of his history (much of it concerned

with religious institutions) to the period before the Republic was estab-

lished, the first two covering only to the end of Numa's reign.6 The prob-
lem is not lack of written material, but how we should interpret and make

sense of that material. For all the accounts we have of Rome's earliest his-

tory ane found in writers (Dionysius amongst them) who lived in the first
century B.c. or later - more than 600 years after the dates usually given to
the reigns of Romulus and Numa. None of our sources is contemporary
with the events they describe. Nor could their authors have read any such

contemporary accounts on which to base their own: so far as we know,

there were no writers in earliest, regal Rome; there was no account left by
Numa, sa¡ of his religious foundations. Even for the earliest phases of the
Republic (in the fifth and fourth centuries n.c.), it is very hard to know
what kind of information (or how reliable) was available to historians writ-
ing three or four centuries later.T

Judged by our own standards of historical 'accuracy', these ancient
accounts of early Rome and its religion are inadequate and misleading; they
construct an image of a relatively sophisticated sociery more like the city of
the first century B.c. than the hamlet of the eighth century. Projections of
the contemporary world back into the distant past, they are more myth
than history. It is certain that primitive Rome was under the control of men

the Romans called reges (which we translate as 'kings', though 'chieftains'

might be a better term). But many modern historians would now be very
doubtful whether at least the two earliest of them - Romulus and Numa -
existed at all, Iet alone whether they carried out the reforms ascribed to
them. That, of course, is precisely the point. The writers we are referring to
(historians such as Dionysius or Livy; poets such as Virgil or Ovid) set lit-
tle store by 'accuracy' in our narrow sense. For them, the stories of early
Rome, which they told, retold and (sometimes no doubt) invented, were
'true' in quite a different way or, better, were doing a different kind of job:
theywere using the theme of the cityt origins as a way of discussing Roman
culture and religion much more generally, of defining and classif ing it, of
debating its problems and peculiarities. These stories were a way in which
the Romans (or, in the case of Dionysius and others, the Greek inhabitanrs
of the Roman empire) explained their own religious sysrem to themselves;
and as such they were inevitably embedded in the religious concerns and
debates of their writers' own times. As we shall see, for example, stories of
the apotheosis of Romulus (into the god Quirinus) were told with particu-
lar emphasis, elaborated (some might say inuented), around the time of
Julius Caesar's deification in the 40s e.c. Romulus' ascenr to heaven

6 Gabba (1991). 7 Cornell (1995) r-30.
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offered, in other words, a way of understanding, justifying or attacking the

recent (and contested) elevation of the dead dictator.s-
These images of early Rome are central to the way the Romans made

sense of their own religion; and so too they are central to our understand-

ing and discussion of Roman religion. It would be nonsense to ignore the
figure of 'Numa', the father of the Roman priesthood and founder of the
calendar, just because we decided that King Numa (715-672 n.c.) was a
figment of the Roman mythic imagination. \Øe shall return to this early
history at many points through this book - using (for example) Ovid's
explanations of the origins of particular festivals as a way of rethinking their
significance in the Rome of Ovidk own da¡ or exploring the way the myths
of Aeneas and Romulus were used to define the position of the first
emperor Augustus (and were themselves re-told in the process). But this
earliest period will not bulk particularly large in this first chapter on rhe

religion of early Rome.e

This chapter is concerned with what we can know about the religion of
Rome before the second century 8.c., when for the first time contemporary
writing survives in some quantity. This was the period in which the dis-
tinctive institutions of later periods must have taken shape. But how can we
construct an (in our terms) 'historical' account of that religious world,
when there are no contemporary written records beyond a few brief, and
often enigmatic, inscriptions on stone, metal or pot? This first section con-
centrates on that question of method: reviewing particular documents and
literary traditions which have been claimed ro give a privileged access to
accurate information on the earliest phases of Rome's religion; exploring
some of the recent archaeological discoveries from Rome and elsewhere

which have changed the way we can talk of particular aspects of that reli-
gion; and discussing various theories that have been used to reconstruct its
fundamental character.

One group of documents that has often been given a special place in
reconstructions of early Roman religion is a group known (collectively) as

'the calendar'. More than 40 copies (some of them, admittedl¡ very frag-
mentary) of a ritual calendar of Roman festivals, inscribed or painted on
walls, survive from Rome and the surrounding areas of Ital¡ mosdy dating
to the age ofAugustus (31 s.c. to e.o.14) or soon after.ro No two of these cal-

endars are exactly the same: the lists of festivals are slightly different in each

B One version of the story is given in Liry I. 16 = 2.8a. Earlier roots of the cult of Romulus
and other'founders' : Liou-Gille ( i 980) ; Capdeville ( I 995).

9 Below, pp. 171-6andch.4pasim.
10 The inscriptions are collected in Degrassi (1963), who also gives (3S8-546) a selection

ofother important sources for each festival, with bibliography and notes. Discussion and

additional fragments in Rüpke (1995) 39-188. The most accessible account in English

is Scullard (1 98 1). The calendar itselfis discussed, with a selection ofextracts at 3. l-3.

5
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I. EARLY ROME

case; and the additional information on the festivals that is regularly

included ranges from terse notes on the god or temple involved to more

extended entries of several lines, apparently drawn from antiquarian com-

menrarors, describing or explaining the rituals. None the less the calendars

are all recognizably variations on the same theme, selecting from the same

broad group of festivals. \Øe shall be referring to these calendars in many
contexts through the chapters that follow. For the moment, wewant to stress

one small but significant feature in their layout that they all have in com-
mon: some of the festival entries are inscribed in capital letters while others

are in small letters. The capital-letter festivals are essentially the same group
from calendar to calendar, roughly 40 in all - and including, for example,
the Lupercalia, the Parilia, the Consualia, the Saturnalia. It seems virtually
certain that they form an ancient list of festivals, preserved within the later
documents.lr

But how ancient? \ùØe do not know when the characteristic form of time-
keeping that underlies these calendars was introduced at Rome - maybe in
the course of the republican period, maybe earlier; nor do we know
whether its introduction coincided with the fixing of this particular group
of capital-letter festivals, or not. It is hard to forget completely the mythic
'Calendar of Numd: certainly some of these festivals contain strange-
seeming rituals and have often been interpreted as reflecting archaic social
conditions; besides, though some of these festivals (such as those we men-
doned above) were sdll very prominent in the first century 8.c., some were
totally obscure at the time the calendars were being inscribed; and in no
case can it be proved that a capital-letter festival was introduced later than
the regal period.12 On the other hand the idea of the'Calendar of Numa
(that is, of a very early canonical group of festivals) could be misleading.
Even accepting, as is likel¡ that the capitalJetter festivals do represent some

ancient list, the purpose of that list remains quite uncertain: not necessar-

ily the oldest festivals of all; perhaps, the most important at some specific
date; perhaps even the most important to some individual on some specific
occasion, that has somehow become embedded in the tradition.13 \Øe cer-
tainly cannot assume that any festival not in capitals must be a'later' intro-
duction into the calendar.

A list of the names of early festivals on its own, however, tells us little -
without some idea of their content and signitcance. Here we musr rurn ro
a variery of later sources which offer details of the rituals of these festivals and
of the stories, traditions and explanations associated with them. By far the
richest source of all is Ovid's Fasti, a witry verse accounr of the first six
months of the Roman calendar and its rituals.la Ovid, howeve¡ was writing

11 Mommsen in CILI.I,2nd edn. (1893),283-304.
12 Michels (1967) 93-144.
13 Michels (1967) 1344; radical scepticism in Rüpke (1995) 245-88, esp. 283-6.
14 Below, pp. 174-6; 207-8.
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in the reign ofAugustus and much ofwhat he has to offer does not consist
of traditional Roman stories at all, but of imported -Çreek ones. So, for
example, explaining the odd rituals of the fesrival of the goddess Vesta (one

of our capital-letter group), which involved hanging loaves of bread around
asses' necks, he brings in a farcical rale of the Greek god Priapus: once upon
a time, he says, at a picnic of the gods, this grotesque and crude rapist crept
up on Vesta as she sprawled, unsuspecting, on the grass; but an ass's bray
alerted her to his approach - and ever after, on her fes tal day, asses take a hol-
iday and wear 'necklaces of loaves in memory of his services'.15 Some of these
stories were no doubt introduced by Ovid himself, in rhe interests ofvariety
or for fun; some may already have been, before his da¡ incorporated into
educated Roman speculation (or joking) about the riruals. But either way it
is certain that Ovid's stories do not all date back into the early history of
Rome, even ifsome elements may do. As a source of the religious ideas ofhis
own time Ovid is invaluable; as a source for the remore pasr, he is hard to
trust.

It is not just a question, though, of Ovid being peculiarly unreliable; and
the answer does not lie simply in looking for other ancient commentarors
on the calendar who have not 'polluted' their accounts with anachronistic
explanations. The fact is that the rituals prescribed by the calendar of festi-
vals were not handed down with their own original 'official' myth or expla-
nation permanently attached ro them. They were consrantly re-interpreted
and re-explained by their participants. This process of re-interprerarion,
found in almost every culture, including our own (the annual British ritual
of 'Bonfire Night' means somerhing quite different today from three hun-
dred years ago),16 is precisely the strength of any ritual sysrem: it enables rit-
uals that claim to be unchanging to adopt different social meanings as

society evolves new needs and new ideas over the course of time; and it
means, for example, that a festival originating within a small communiry
whose main interests were farming can sdll be relevanr maybe 600 years
later to a cosmopolitan urban cukure, as it is gradually (and often imper-
ceptibly to its participants) refocussed onro new concerns and circum-
stances.lT But at the same time it means that the interpretation of the
'original' significance of a festival, especially in a society that has left no
written documents, is not just difficult, but close to impossible. The fact
that we can trace the same names (Lupercalia, Vinalia etc.) over hundreds
of years, or even the fact that the ceremonies may have been carried out in

15 FastiW.3I948 = 2.5 (cf . L337-53 = 6.4a).
16 Of course, the conspiracy to blow up the Houses of Parliament, whose detection is cel-

ebrated on 5 November, consrrues in many ways: from a dastardly plot against the
crown by Catholic traitors to a popular uprising against the ruling class. Compare the
varied significances of Christmas, discussed in Miller (1993).

77 Ve examine the Roman festival of the Parilia in this light below, pp. 174-6; see also

5.t.
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I. EARLY ROME

a similar fashion throughout that time, does not allow us to trace back the

same significance from the first century B.c. to the seventh.

The calendar is a prime example ofhow tantalizing much of the evidence

for the religion of early Rome is. Again, it is not that there is no evidence at

all. Here we have a remarkable survival: fossilized within later traditions of
calendar design, traces of a list of festivals whose origins lie centuries earlier;

traces, in other words, of an early Roman document itself, not a first-century
B.c. reconstruction of early Roman society. The problem is how to interpret
such traces, fragmentary and entirely isolated from their original conrext.

Other documents and direct evidence from the early Republic, and even
the regal period, are almost certainly preserved in the scholarly and anti-
quarian tradition ofhistorical writing at Rome in the late Republic and early
empire. For the Romans, the greatest of their anriquarians \Mas rhe first-cen-
turyVarro, who compiled a vast encyclopaedia of Roman religion wirh the
express purpose, he said, of preserving the ancient religious traditions that
were being forgotten or neglected by his contemporaries. This extraordinary
polymath would certainly have been able to consult many documents
(inscriptions recording temple foundations, for example, religious regula-
tions, dedications) no longer available ro us and he would no doubt have
quoted many in his work. It is hard nor ro regrer the loss of Varro and the fact
that his religious encyclopaedia survives only in fragments, quoted as brief
dictionary entries or in the accounrs of later Christian wrirers who plun-
dered his work and that of other antiquarians solely in order to show how
absurd, valueless and obscene was the religion of the classical world that they
were seeking to destroy and replace. On the other hand, some of these quo-
tations are quite extensive, and the substance of Varro's work may also be
preserved in many other aurhors who do not refer to him directly by name.
The loss may not, after all, be as great as we imagine.ls

Thirry-five books of Livy's History do, however, survive - out of the orig-
inal I42, which covered the history of Rome from its origins to the reign of
the emperorAugustus. Livt's Historyis in many respecrs preoccupied (as we
have already seen) with the issues and concerns of first-cenrury B.c. Rome;
and more generally the picture we derive from his writing may be very
much an artificial historiographic construction, expressing an 'official

18 The fragments of Varro's Diuine Antiquities are collected (with a commentary) in
Cardauns (1976); see also Cardauns (1978). Many are drawn from the Christian writ-
ers Augustine (particularly fi'o m The City of Gol and Arnobiu s (Against the Gentileò.It
is clear that both authors exploit Varro's material without any concern (or maybe
capaciry) to be fair to the pagan author - the last thing on their minds; for examples of
Augustine's use of Varro, see The City of GolIY.31 = l.la; W.5 = 13.9. Other works
of Varro do survive more fully: 6 books out of an original 25 On the Latin Language, a

complete work On Agricuhure, in 3 books. Among other antiquarian wrirers, the dic-
tionary of Festus (ed. Lindsay, 1913) preserves some of the Augustan antiquarian
Verrius Flaccus (on whom Dihle (1958); Frier (1979) 35-7), whose work underlies the
notes in the calendar from Praeneste (Degrassi (1963) 107-45; extracr = 3.3b).
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religion'which reflectedlinre of the religious life of the communiry, or per_
haps only that of the élite. on the otrrer hand, Liv¡does .l"i.,r'ro know
many individual 'facrs' about religious history going back at le"r, ,o ,h. .".Ç
Republic, somerimes even quoting ancient-dãcuÃ.n,, o, formurae. How
accurate can this information have been?

Some of the documents.(for example, his quotation of the particular
religious formulae used in the declaration of wår) are armosr...iJrry fi.-
tional reconsrru*ions or inventions, which may have litde in common
with the formulae actually used in early Rome.re But many of the orher
brief records (of vows, special games, the inrroduction of new culrs, inno-
varions in religious procedure, the consultation of religious advisers and so
on) are not likely to be inventions. The pieces of infotä*i"" ,lr.f .orr,"i'
aÌe nor obviously part of an ideological story of early religion; 

"ri _".ry of
them appear (from rhe form in *t l.f, tháy 

"r. ,..ordãd, or rhe precise
details rhey record) ro preserve materiar from the ."rty n pibli., ri.ro,."r-
lier. Perhaps the clearest example of this comes not from iir.y hrms.lf, but
from the elder pliny. rnhis Naturør History (written i'th. Liddre of the
first century a'o.), pliny nores rhe precise y.", in which the standard pro-
cedure for examining the entrails-of sacrificial animals ('"r,irpi.y) *",
amended to take accounr of the heart in addition to oth.i uir"i oíg"nr.-
This information almost certainry comes from some early source: not only
does there seem to be no reason for such an odd pi... of ,irrfo.-",iorr, 

,o
have been invented, bur it is also dated in a unique way - which it is very
unlikely that Plinywould.have made up. The datå of thÉ.h",.,g.ìr gi*" uy
the year. of the reign of the rex ,orror)*, that is the .king oirir.i o, th.
priest who carried on the kingt rerigious duties when kiígship irserf was
abolished; this makes no sense unle-ss rhis sysrem of datin"g cåtinued in
use in priestly records even though it was abandoned for .åry o,h., pur-
pose when the Republic was founded; if so pliny (or his ,orrr..¡ musr have
found this 'nugget' in some priestly conrexr.

This gives us one hint on how information of this type might have been
preserved and transmitted.from th-e earriesr period ornå-.tiirrory ro ,h.
1i1e 

wlen the literary tradition of history writing started. priests iá Ro-.
had traditionally kept records to which th.y.o,rlä refer to .r,"úilrnpon,,
of law; and (as we shall discuss rater in this chapter) the pontifces,in f".ti.-ular, were said to have kept an annual record åf .,r.rr,r, i.r.líi;g;ñ, 

"",confined ro, rhe sphere of religion. \x/riting down and recordingä, 
" 

rig,
nificant part of the function of priests.2r It is certainry possiblJ th at Livy,

19 
ï!"_!r-,{aofthefetialesatthe.beginningofwar:Lir.yI.32.6_t4=1.4a;seeOgilvie(1965) 127-9, for strong suspicioni that it is based on 1"t". 

".,tiqrrrri"n'..*.,rrru.-tions.
20 NaturalHistoryXl.lSí
21 Y:Tt Jñ"!J:-ing). Th. various records of the pontificesin pa.icular: \Øissowa(1912) 513: Rohde (1936); Frter (1979); below, pp. 25_6.
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Pliny and other writers (or the sources on which they drew; there was after

all a two-hundred year tradition of history writing at Rome before Livy,

mostly lost to us) had access to priestly records with information stretching

back centuries. If so (and many modern historians have hoped or assumed

that this was the case) then many of their points of fact about religious

changes, decisions or developments in early Rome may be more authentic

than we would otherwise imagine.

On the other hand, priestly record keeping had (for our purposes) its

own limitations. Only changes, not continuities, would have been

recorded; and then, presumabl¡ only changes of a particular kind, the ones

the priestly authorities noticed and chose to record in their collegiate

books. Many other changes will have happened over the course of years

without record - through mistakes, neglect, forgetfulness, unobserved

social evolution, the unconscious re-building of outmoded conceptions;

many of these would never even have been noticed, let alone written down.
So even if we could gather tog€ther these occasional recorded facts (the

foundation of a new temple, the introduction of a new god) and arrange

them into some sort of chronological account, it would make a very strange

sort of 'history'. A history of religion is, after all, more than a series of reli-

gious decisions or changes. Once again, it is not a question of having no
'authentic' information stretching back to the early period; it is a question
of having very little context and background against which to interpret the

pieces of information that we have.22

If evidence of this kind offers only glimpses of the earliest religious his-

tory of Rome, modern scholars have tried to construct a broader view by
setting the evidence against different theories (or sometimes just different a

priori assumptions) about the character of early religions in general and

early Roman religion in particular, and about how such religions develop.23

These theories vary considerably in detail, but they have over all a similar
structure and deploy similar methods. First, the earliest Roman religion is
uncovered by stripping away all the 'foreigri, non-Roman elements that are

clearly visible in the religion 
"f G"y) the late Republic. Even in that period,

some characteristics of Roman religion must strike us as quite distinct from
the traditions of the Greeks, Etruscans and even of other Italic peoples that
we know of. The Roman gods, for example, even the greatest of them, seem

22 So, for example, without such a contextwe can make little sense of the change in the rit-
ual of extispicy noted by Pliny: it could be an indication of a major shiÍì in Roman con-
ceptions ofthe internal organs ofthe body; equally a sign ofsome technical and long
running priestly dispute; or both. For further discussion of early documents preserved

by later writers, see below, pp.324.
23 Anong the most infuential versions are \Øarde Fowler (1911); Rose (1926); Latte

(1960a); for c¡iticisms of various of these, Dumézil (1970); for their place in the history
ofthe study ofRoman religion, Scheid (1987); Durand and Scheid (1994). A quite diÊ
ferent approach to the character of the religion and its history is taken by Scheid
(r995a) 17-57.
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nor ro have had a marked personal development and character; while a
whole range of 'lesser' gods are attested who were essenrially a divine aspecr
of some natural, social or agriculrural process (such as vervactor, the god of
'turning over fallow land', or Imporcitor, the god of þloughing with wide
furrows'2a); there were few 'native' myths attaching even to ihe riost promi-
nent rituals; the system offered no eschatology, no explanation ofcreation
or mant relation to it; there was no tradition of prophets or holy men; a
surviving fragment of varro's encyclopaedia of religion even reports that
the earliest Romans, ror 170 years afrer the foundatiãn of their ciry had no
representarions of their gods.zi These characteristics have been interpreted
in all kinds ofdifferentways. some modern scholars have seen them as sim-
ple primitive piery - which seems, in fact, to have been the line taken by
varro (who claimed that the worship of the gods would have been more
reverently performed, if the Romans had continued to avoid divine
images). But at the same time, the temptation is seldom resisted to sum-
marize all this by saying that the Romans were ardess, unimaginative and.
supremely practical folk, and hence that everything involving art, literary
imagination, philosophic awareness or spirituality had to be borrowed
from outside - whether from Greeks, Erruscans or other Italians.26

The second strand of the argumenr rrears the 'development' of Roman
religion as effectively a 'deterioration': rhe 'healthy' period of 'rrue' Roman
religion is retrojected into the remore pasr; rhe late Republic is treated as a
period when religion was virtually dead; the early Republic then provides a
transitional period in which the forces of deterioration gathereJ srrengrh,
while the simplicities of the early native religious experience were progres-
sively lost. Among the mechanisms of this deterioration that have bàen pro-
posed are: (a) the contamination of the native tradition by fo.eìgn,
especially Greek, influences; (b) the srerilization of rrue religiosiry by ih.
growth of excessive priestly ritualism; (c) the alienation of 

"Ã 
i.rcreasingly

sophisticated urban population from a religious tradition that had once
been a religion of the farm and countryside and failed to evolve. In the case
of (c), it is hard to believe that anyancient cirylost its involvementwith, and
dependence on, rhe seasonal cycle ofthe agricultural yea¡ let alone the rela-
tively small-town Rome of the third century B.c. The other two suggestions
are harder to refure, but no less arbitrary. A different approach will b. tak.n
in what follows, but we can point out ar once that neither foreign influences
nor priestly ritualism necessarily cause the deterioration of a religious

24 Note the list of such deities in servius, on virgil's Georgicsr.2l;cf, Augustine, The city
of GodW9 = 2,2c.-We cannot be cercain that these 'godlets' ,.pr.r.rri".u*ival of the
most primitive Roman conception of divinity; they could equally well be a much later
priestly (or antiquarian) construction. For different viewj Bayet (1950); Dumézir
(t970) 35-8.

25 Yarro inAugustine, TheCityofGodlv.3l = l.la;inTertullian,Apolog25.l2=fr.3g
(Cardauns).

26 Fo¡ instance, in relation to extispicy, Schilling ( I 962)
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Republic to which individuals went when seeking cures for their diseases:
at these sanctuaries rhey presumably dedicated rerracorras of the afflicted
part. This implies not only a cult not menrioned in any surviving ancient
account, but also a type of religiosiry which the accepted model of early
Roman religion seems ro exclude: for it implies that individuals turned to
the gods directly in search of support with their everyday problems of
health and disease. on the accepted model, theywould have looked for and
expected no such help, practical or spiritual. Another study has suggested
that inscriptions discovered at Tor Tgnosa near to Lavinium .o-. fro- 

"cult in which incubation was practised: that is to say, people came ro sleep
in the sanctuary in the hope of receiving advice or revelation from the deity
in a dream.32 In this case both virgil and ovid describe rhe use of such a
technique in early - or rarher mythical - rtaly;zz but their evidence was
always thought suspecr on the grounds that divine communicarion
through dreams was a characteristically Greek pracrice, not compatible
with the religious life of the early Romans and found in Italy only later
when specifically Greek incubation,culrs were introduced.¡a

This much more complex picture of early Roman religion undermines
some of those narrarive accounrs of Roman religious history that have been
most influential over the last hundred years. So, for example, it is hard to
sustain the once popular and powerful idea - influenced by early rwentieth
century anthropology - that Roman religion gradually evolved from a
primitive phase of 'animism' (where divine power was spread widely
through all kinds of natural phenomena) ro a srage where it had developed

32 Palmer (1974) 79-l7l; Map 5.

33 Yirgil,Aeneid'WL Bl-106 = 4.11; Ovid, FastiIY.649-72.
34 k is worth noting how the Roman myths (with which we started this chapter) them-

selves stressed the 'foreign' elements that made up 'Roman' traditions - the Greek
Evander, the TrojanAeneâs erc.i see below, pp. 17l-4.
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Fig. 1.2 Votive
ter¡acottas from
Ponte di Nona,

15km to the east of
Rome. They were

made in the third
or second centu¡ies

n.c. for a sânctuâry
on the site

abandoned in the
late Republic, but
were buried
together during
building operations
in the fifth cenrury
a.o. This particular
deposit included a

majoriry of feet and
eyes, perhaps
reflecting the
sanctuary's curative
specialities. (Foot,
length 0.3m.; eyes,
width 0.05m.)
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system; and we will argue too (especially in chapter 3) that it is much harder

,ír"n -".ty modern *ii,... h",,. 
""umtd 

to decide what is to count âs the

'decline' of a religion.2T

But there is an even more fundamental challenge to this simple scheme

of development' Recent work, particularly in archaeology' has cast doubt on

the idea åf 
"n 

."rly, ,rt.otr"-i.rated, native strand of genuine Roma.n reli-

gio.r; 
"nd 

it has suggested that, rather than seeing pure Roman traclitions

|rad'uallypolluted ãr"o- o.rtrid., Roman religion was an amalgam of differ-

ãn,,r"di å.,s from at least as far back as we can hope to go' Leaving aside its

mythical prehistory, Roman religion was always aheady multicultural'
'ArchaËological 

evidence from the sixth centurf B'c'' for example' has

shown that (rihatever the political relations of Rome and Etruria may have

been)28 in cultural and ,eligio'-r, terms Rome was part of a civilization dom-

inated by Etruscans and rãceptive ro the influence of Greeks and possibly

of Carthaginians too. A dedùation to the divine twins Castor and Pollux

found at Lavinium, which uses a version of their Greek title 'Dioskouroi"

shows unmistakably that we have to reckon with Greek contacts;ze some of

these contacr, -"y h"rr. been mediated through the Etruscans' others com-

ing directly from Greece itself - while it is perfectly possible that there were

.J'rn..tion, too with Greek settlements in South Italy' Even more striking

Greek elements have been revealed by a recent study of the earliest levels of

the Roman forum. From this it has become possible to identi$' almost cer-

tainly the early sanctuary of the god vulcan (the volcanal); and in the

votiå deposit îo- this sa'ctuary, d"ting from the second quarter of the

sixth century 8.C., was an Athenian black-figure vase with a repfesentatiotl

of the Greek god Hephaestus. In other words, there was already in the early

sixth century some identification of Roman Vulcan and the Greek

Hephaestus, and the Greek image of the god had already penetrated to his

hoþ pla.e in the centre of Romã.30 In a different way, the discovery of a

,.[iiãr^ phenomenon widespread throughout central Italy has similar dis-

,,.rrËir-,g i}plications for the convenrional image of early Roman religion.

Serr.rairite, have now produced substantial deposits ofvotive offerings dat-

ing back ro at leasr theiourth cenrury s.c., which consist primarily of small

,.r"r".o,," models of parts of the human body (Fig 1'2);31 this suggests that

there were " ,tu-bè, of sanctuaries soon after the beginning of the

27 Discussion o[innovation and foreign influence in religion: North (1976)'

2g -ùØhether or not, that is, Rome was ã,rer under the direct political ascendancy of Etruria'

Some scholars have seen such direct Erruscan .on,rol lyi.tg behind (among other

thi,.,g.) th. rto.ies of rhe Erruscan origin of Tarquin the Elder. cornell (1991l I51-72

reviews the question'

2g Inscription : ILLRP 127 la = 1.7b. Discussion: 
'weinstock (1960) 112-14; Castagnoli

(1983); HollowaY (1994) 130-4'

¡O òorr.ili (1977Ð; for a reconsrruction of the shrine and the fragment of pottery, l'7c;

for the Volcanal, Capdeville (1995).

3t Maule an<l smith (i-959); Fenelli (1975); comella (1981); and below, n.221.
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þroper' gods and goddesses;35 ifwe abandon the idea of an original core of
esseÃtial Romanness, then we must abandon also any attempt to discover a

single linear progression in the history of Roman religion. In this spirit,

rather than trying to extract a small kernel of primitive 'Roman' character-

istics from the varied evidence of the first century 8.C., a different strategy

has been to define the central characteristics of early Roman rcligion com-

?aratiaebt - that is by comparison with societies with a similar history' In

th. r.rt of this section, we shall look in greater detail at the most influential

of these comparative approaches, its main claims and its problems.

The lifetime's project of the historian Georges Dumézil (1898-i986)

\Mas to combine evidence from many different Indo-European societies and

traditions in order to discover the internal structure of the systems of
mythology that were, he claimed, the common inheritance of all these peo-

ples. His theories were based on the much broader and older idea that the

societies which speak languages belonging to the 'Indo-European family
(including Greek, Latin, most of the languages of modern Europe, as well

as Sanskrit, the old language of North India, and Old Persian) shared more

than language; that they had, albeit in the far distant past' a common social

and cultural origin.
Dumézil believed that the mythological structure of the Romans and of

other Indo-Europeans was derived ultimately from the social divisions of
the original Indo-European people themselves, and that these divisions

gave rise to a'tri-functional ideology' - which caused all deities, myths and

related human activities to fall into three distinct categories: 1. Religion

and Law; 2.War;3. Production, especially agricultural production. This

was an enormously ambitious claim, and at first Dumézilt theories drew

very litde acceptance. But in time he convinced some other scholars that

this tri-partite structure could be detected both in the most archaic Roman

religious institutions and in the mythology of the krngs, especially in that

of the first four.36 On his view, Romulus and Numa were the symbols of the

first function (one a ruler, one a priest); Tirllus Hostilius, the third king,

and Ancus Marcius, his successor, represented the second and third func-

tions respectively (the inventors of war and of peaceful production).37

In Dumézilt perspective, the earliest gods also reflected these three func-

tions - as gods oflaw and authoriry gods ofwar, gods ofproducdon and

35 !7arde Fowler (1911); Rose (1926); further discussion at 1.1.

36 Dumézil himself wrote copiously on Rome from the 1930s onwards and provoked

more discussion as time went on - some hostile, some supportive. Dumézil (1941-5) is

an early stateme nt; (197 4) his fullest account of Roman religion - (1970) is the English

translation of the first edition; (1968J3) gives the latest version of the mythology of
the Roman kings. Discussion: Momigliano (1983); Scheid (1983); (1985a) 74-94;
Belier (1991).

37 Tullus âs a great warrior: for example, Livy L23-9: Ancus, at least by inclination, as a

more peaceful ruler: for example, Livy I.30 (though see, L32.6-14 = l.4a) ' Above, pp.

14.
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agriculture. The familiar deities of the Capitoline triad (|upitea Juno and
Minerva) failed ro fit the model; but he found his three functions in the
gods of the'old triad'-Jupitea Mars, euirinus. Although this group was
of no particular prominence through most of the histoiy of Roman reli-
gion, they were the gods to whom the three important priests of earry
Rome (r.he flamen Dialis (of Jupiter), flamen Martiøris and flame'n
Quirinalis) were dedicated - and Dumézil found orher traces of evidence to
suggest that these three had preceded the capitoline deities as the central
gods of the Roman pantheon. They appeared to fit his three functions per-
fectly: Jupiter as the king of the gods; Mars the war-god; euirinus th. god
of the ordinary citizens, the farmers.38

Dumézilt work has prompted much useful discussion about individual
festivals or areas of worship at Rome.3e There are, however, several major
problems with his Indo-European scheme overall. If Dumézil *.r. rig'ht,
that would mean (quite implausibly) that early Roman religion 

"nd 
rriyth

encoded a social organizationdivided between kings, warriois and produc-
ers fundamentally opposed to the ãctual' social organization of republican
Rome (even probably regal Rome) itself. For everything we know about
earþ Roman sociery specifically excludes a division of functions according
to Dumézilt model. Ir was, in fact, one of the defining characteristics of
republican Rome (and a principle on which many of iis political institu-
tions were based) that the warriors were rhe p€asanrs, a.rá that the voters
were 'warrior-peasants'; not that the warriors and the peasant agricultural-
ists were separare groups with a separare position in society 

".rd 
,.p"r"r.

interests as Dumézil's myrhic scheme demands. In order to follow
Dumézil, one would need to accepr not only that the religious and mythic
lif. of a primitive communiry could be organizeddifrèrenìly from its social
life, but that the two could be glaringly incompatible.

This point is reinforced by the character of the gods in the old triad. Even
supposing Dumézil were right about their very earliest significance, all
three soon developed into the supposed domains of at leasr Jne and possi-
bly both of the others. Jupiter, the god of the highest city authoriry also
received the war-vows of the departing general and provided the centre of
the triumphal procession on his rerurn; but he also presided over the harvest
in the vineyards.4' Mars, the god ofwar, protect.dihe crops and was hence
veryprominent in rhe prayers and rituals of the farmer.4r euirinus, who was
anway far less prominent in republican rimes, was certainry connected

38 Further discussion at 1.3.
39 Dumézil (1975) ts itself a notable attempt to investigate some of the least unde¡stood

Roman festivals.
40 Jupiter and the triumph: versnel (1970) 56-93; Jupiter and the vines: Montanari

(1988) 1,37-62; below, p.45.
4l It is essential to Dumézil's whole position to interpret Mars as the \Øar God, the God

of the second funcrion: Dumézil (1g70) 20545. But a good deal of evidence will not
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restricted ourselves to the conremporary first-century B.c. material of
Cicero and Varro, but have drawn on rhe accounr of Ljvy (writing after the
end of the Republic) for the third and second cenruries s.c. \fe do this on
the principle that the structural features of any religion change only slowly,
and that the third-century system as described by Liry is recognizably sim-
ilar to the first-century world we know from contemporary sources. In
other words we claim that (for all the early imperial interpretation he cast
on his material) Livy understood well enough the functioning of the repub-
Iican religious system to represent it in its broad outlines.

\Øe also accept, however, that the further back in time we amempt ro
project this picture, the more risk there is that it will be seriously mislead-
ing. It is virtually certain that some of the features of republican religion
that we identif' (for example, some of the priesthoods and priestly colleges)
stretched back, in some form, into the earliest period of Rome's history;
and that more could be traced back at least to the very earliest period of the
Republic itself. On the other hand it is also certain rhar an overall picture
valid for the third century s.c. would be quite invalid for the period of the
kings, and in some respects for the early Republic too. There were major
breaks in the history of Rome not only at the time of the 'fall of the kings'
(traditionally put in the late sixth cenrury n.c.) but also in the last decades

of the fourth century, when we can derecr radical changes in the nature of
the Roman state. It may well be, in fact, that the developed institutions of
the Republic (which we and the Romans tend to push back ro rhe years

immediately following the end of the monarchy) largely took their distinc-
tive shape at rhat time.

The risks of assuming too much continuity (religious and political)
from the very beginning of the Republic can be well illustrated by consid-
ering the tradition about patricians and plebeians. In the late Republic the
patricians \Mere a closed caste of ancienr clans, while the plebeians were all
the other Romans. At that date the patricians had very few political privi-
leges, but some particular priesthoods were restricted ro rhem alone; and in
chapter tlvo we shall see how the division applied in the main priestly col-
leges where places had to be held in certain numbers by patricians and ple-
beians. It is certainly the case that conflict between patricians and plebeians
(and the plebeians' claim to a share in the privileges of patricians) was a

major feature of the late fifth and early fourth centuries r.c. And both
ancient and modern historians have tended ro assume that the distinction
applied in an even stronger form in earlier periods: that in the first years of
the Republic and even tnder the monarch¡ all the rich, noble, office-hold-
ing families were patrician; all the orhers plebeian. In fact this assumption
is very flimsy: it is very possible that there were more rhan rwo sratus groups
in the fifth century r.c.; and quite certain rhat power \Mas nor limited to
patricians - for example the recorded names of some of the early magis-
trates are not patrician; and in fact the kings all have non-patrician names.
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with the mass of the popularion and with production, but also appears as a

war god like Mars; while his appearance as the divine aspect of Romulus puts

himãlso into the first (kingly) function.a2 Outside this triad even apparendy

ancient deities do not readily fall into one of Dumézilb three categories.

Juno, for example, who is sometimes very much a political goddess in Rome

and the surrounding area, is also a warrior goddess and the goddess of
women and childbirth. It is well established in studies of Greek polytheism

that the spheres of interest of individual deities within the pantheon were

more complicated than a one to one correlation (Venus/Aphrodite = god-

dess of love) would suggest; and that the spheres of deities were shifting,

multiple and often defined not in isolation, but in a series of relationships

with other gods and goddesses. It may well be, in other words, that

Dumézil's attempt to pin down particular divine functions so precisely was

itself misconceived.a3 But, even if thatwere not the case, it is hard to find any

of the main deities at Rome that does not cross some or all of Dumézilt most

important boundaries.

Dumézilt theorizing shows us once more how powerful in accounts of
early Roman religion is the mystique of origins and schemata. But in the

end we are confronted with an imaginary Roman tradition of the history of
their early religion; with individual pieces of information preserved in later

writing either randomly or (in the case of priestly record keeping) by a

process of selection we can hardly guess at; with glimpses of different kinds

of information and different kinds of religious experience; and with a vari-

ery of theories that attempt to explain the information we have. This is
both too litde and too much. Probably most important for our under-

standing of Roman religion is the mythic tradition, with its tales of
Romulus and Numa, the origins of customs and rituals, that was one of the

most powerful ways of thinking about religion that the Romans devised.

But, as we have seen, it was not a 'history' of religion in our terms.

\Øe have adopted a quite different approach for exploring the history of
Roman religion. \Øe have not followed the method, so often tried before,

of seeking the 'real' religion of Rome by stripping away the allegedly later

accretions, but rather have used precisely the opposite method' The next

three sections (2-5) ofthis chapter analyse the central structural character-

istics of Roman republican religion, very largely based on evidence that

refers to the last three centuries of that period. In doing so we have not

Êt this view: for example, Cato, On Agricahure \41 = 6.3a, where Mars is clearly pro-

tecting farmers; see also on the October Horse, below, pp. 47-8. Different interpreta-

tions:lWardeFowler(1911) 131-4;DeSancris(1907-64)IY.2.149-52;Lane(1960a)
fi4-16; Scholz (1970); Rüpke (1990) 22-8.

42 Latte (1960a) 113-14 Koch (1960) 17-39; (1963); Brelich (1960); Gagé (1966);

Dumézil (1970) 246-72; Liou-Gille (1980) 135-207.
43 For an introduction to studies of Greek polytheism, R. L. Gordon (1981) l-42; nore

also the classic study of the relationship of Hestia and Hermes, Vernant (1983)

127-75.
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It seems fairly clear that there were radical changes in Roman society

berween 500 and 300 s.c., marked in part by the increasing rigidity of the

patrician/plebeian distinction; we must reckon with the possibility that

ieligious authority changed radically in its character too.44

o,r. ".grr-.nt 
is rhar by starting with the developed republican struc-

rure we arè providing an introduction to the ideas and institutions that will

recur rhroughout this book. At the same time, we are defining a framework

within (and against) which to interpret the evidence about earlier Rome, by

beginning to assess how similar or different the earliest conditions may

have been. Accordingly sections 5 and 6 of this chapter will return to con-

sider the transition from monarchy to Republic, and the character of reli-

gious change in the early republican years.

2. The priests and religious authority

In the late Republic, one of the most disdnctive features of the Roman reli-

gious systemwas its priestly organization, consisting ofa number of'colleges'

"nd 
oth.r s-all groups of priests, each with a particular area of religious dury

or expertise. Tho underlying principles stand outr first, the sharp differenti-

ation of priestly tasks (priests were specialists, carrying out the particular

,erponsibilities assigned to their college or group); second, collegialiry

(priests did not operate as individuals, but as a part or as a representative of
the group - there was no specific ritual programme for any individual, while

any member of the college could properly perform the rituals). This is the

basic structure that Roman writers ascribed (mythically) to Numa; and they

assumed that it operated in the early republican period roo - where, we are

told, there were three major colleges of priests: the pontiffs (pontif.ces) the

augurs (augure) and the 'rwo men for sacred action s' (duouiri,later increased

to rhe 'ren men' decemuiri sacris faciundi);a5 a fourth college, the fetials

(fetiale),wasperhaps of comparable importance. These four colleges, whose

members normally held office for life, were consuked as experts by the sen-

ate within their own area of responsibiliry and on those issues the senate

would defer to their authority. Other groups of priests had ritual duties, on

particular occasions or in relation to particular cults, but were not, so far as

we know, officially consulted on points of religious law.a6

44 Historical development in general: Cornell (1995) 242-71.

45 The changing number and title of this priesthood causes problems of terminology:

technically ,1,.y *... duouiri unúI they became decemuiri in 367 s.c. (below, p. 64);

theywere increased to fifteen (quin/ecimuir) by 51 n.c. - and they retained that title

theieafter, even when their numbers were further increased. Broadly following this

chronology, we normally call them duouiriin chapter 7, decemuiri in chapter 2 and

quindecimuiriin the rest of the book.

46 Ro-"n priesthood in general: Scheid (i984); (1985a) 36-51; BeaÅ (1990); Scheid

(re93).

This general view of the colleges needs some qualification in particurar
.ases'.First, the college of pontifceshad a far mor. compr.* ,tru.ìu.. th",
the others. They had a recognized leader (thep ontifex m)ximzs), who, from
the third cenrury s.c. onwards, was ele*ed p"uliy from the L*istitng por-
tifces, noç as before, chosen by his coileaguËs. The colrege arso contained a
number of other priestly officials: as full Àembers, rhe ,ãr rorrorr*and the
flaminø of the gods Jupite¡ Mars and euirinus; and in some sense associ-
ated.with the college, even if not 'members', the vestal virgins, the scribes
of the pontifces, and the 

lwelve resser flømines.a7 The fif,...r flømines,through the very narure of their priesthood, suggesr a different principre of
religious organization: each had his own god tã whom he was äevoted; he
had his ritual programme which he himse]lf, individuall¡ had to fulfil; and
he was to a grearer or lesser degree restricted in his movements and behav-
iour' It is. a reasonable guess that this represenrs a very old sysrem ofpriestry
office holding; rhat theflamineshad onc. been independent of the.olr.g.r,
but were later subordinated to the pontifces.a8

. The høruspices (diviners) were a ,ecord set of priests whose activitt¡
diverged from the standard collegiate parrern. one of their main areas of
expertise was rhe interpretation of prodigies. prodigies were evenrs,
reported from Rome or in its territories, *Ài.h the Roïans regarded as
'unnatural' and rook as dangerous signs or warnings _ -orrrrrol births,
rains of blood, even strokes oflightning. These had ã be considered by rhe

47 The structure of the pontifical college:.vissowa (1912) 50r-23;De sanctis (1907-64)
IY.2.353-61 ; Latte ( 1 960a) t9 5 Jt2, 40 l -2.

48 Theflaminr-c Vanggard (1988);thefamen Dialis,simón (1996); below, pp. 28_9.

Fig, t'3 Heads of
rwo.flamines, trom

rhe south frieze of
the Ara Pacis,

Rome (4.3); their

religious
importance ts

marked bY their

leading the

procession of
priests (behind

Augustus as

pontifex maximus,

but ahead ofall the

other priests) and

they are

distinguished by

their head-gear, a

bonnet with a

projecting baton of
olive-wood (apex).

(Height, c.0.2m.)

1.2 The priests ønd religious authority
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